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Let A be the generator of a S.C. contraction semigroup on the Hilbert space H. 
Assume that eA’ is strongly/uniformly stable on H. Do these stability properties 
transfer from A to another generator B which is assumed to be “more dissipative” 
than A? Positive results and, above all, counterexamples are given in answer to 
these questions. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION, STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This note addresses ome recent stability questions’ which arise in the 
study by abstract methods of dynamical systems. In qualitative terms, the 
issues may be described as follows: do strong/uniform stability properties 
of a contraction semigroup generated by a “less dissipative” operator 
transfer to a semigroup generated by a “more dissipative” operator? More 
precisely, let Y be, say, a Hilbert space (which will suflice for our 
purposes). 
(i) Let A: Yx 9(A) --f Y and B: YI .9(B) + Y be two generators of 
strongly continuous (s.c.) semigroups on Y, denoted by eA’ and eBr, 
respectively, t 2 0. 
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(ii) Let 8’ be a contraction llea’ll < 1, t > 0, so that A is dissipative: 
WAY, Y) < 0 for all y E 9(A). (1.1) 
(iii) With 9 a subspace, 9 c 9(A) n C@(B), 9 dense in Y, and c > 0 
a constant, let 
Ret&, Y) d c R-WY, Y) for all y E 9, (1.2) 
where we insist that 9 = Y if A and B are both bounded on Y. 
QUESTION 1. Let e** be, in addition, strongly stable on Y: e”‘y + 0 as 
t-a, VyeY. 
Then: does it follow that eBr is also strongly stable on Y? 
QUESTION 2. Now let ear be uniformly stable on Y: there exist w > 0 and 
M, > 1 such that 
lle*‘ll < M,e-“‘, t 3 0. (1.3) 
Then: does it follow that eB’ is also uniformly stable on Y? 
Remark 1.1. If one omits the hypothesis that A is dissipative, then a 
negative answer to both questions can be given by just considering a two- 
dimensional space, where then uniform and strong stability coincide. Let 
(1.4) 
so that A has the double eigenvalue -b, while B has the eigenvalues $ and 
-$. Thus, ear is uniformly stable while eBt is not. Moreover, one readily 
verifies that 
Re(& y)=Re(& Y)= -%l~,l*+ Iy212)+Re(y2~l) (1.5) 
and A and B are not dissipative: e.g., for e = I : 1, we have Re(Ae, e) = 
Re(Be, e) = f. Finally, the vector e is an eigenvector of B corresponding to 
its unstable eigenvalue $: Be = ae. 
Thus, we shall assume throughout that A is dissipative. 
Remark 1.2 (finite dimensional counterexample). Even if A is dis- 
sipative, the answer to each question may be in the negative, as is seen in 
the 2-dimensional case, Y= R*. We translate to the left both matrices A 
and B in (1.4), by mI (I= identity), m = max(Ay, y) = i over 11 yll = 1, thus 
obtaining the matrices 
(1.6) 
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Both A, and B, are dissipative; more precisely 
MB, Y, Y) = RetA, Y, y) = -i(y, - y2)* GO. (1.7) 
Yet, for future reference in Remark 2.1, we note that they are not properly 
dissipative, as the equality sign holds in (1.7) also with y, = y, # 0. The 
matrix A, has a double eigenvalue 1= -f, while the matrix B, has the 
eigenvalues J = 0 and 2 = -i, so that A, is stable but B, is not. 
Despite the finite dimensional counterexample, the two questions raised 
are not without merit, particularly in the infinite dimensional case. To 
begin with, since 
$ lleB’y112 = 2 Re(BeB’y, eB$), YE 9(B); 
f lleAryl12 = 2 Re(AeA’y, eAfy), 
(1.8) 
y~g(A) 
we see that assumption (1.2) yields, for y&9, that the slope of IleB’yl12 at 
t = 0 is dominated, modulo c > 0, by the non-positive slope of Ile”‘YII 2 at 
t = 0, 
= 2 Re(By, y) < 2c Re(Ay, y) 
l=O 
=cz IleA’yl12 GO, 
r=o 
(1.9) 
while both IleA’ylj2 and IleB’yl12 are non-increasing as t + 00, because of the 
dissipativity of A in (l.l), hence of B by (1.2), coupled with relations (1.8). 
Further support for the merit of these questions comes from the allirmative 
answers provided below in Proposition 2.2 (strong stability) and Proposi- 
tion 3.1 (uniform stability). On the other hand, it is to be expected, or 
surmised, that the answer to each question may be in the negative also in 
infinite dimensions. This will be confirmed by the counterexamples given 
below. In particular, ear may be strongly stable, while eBt need not even be 
weakly stable though B is more dissipative than A with a positive 
arbitrarily large constant c in (1.2) (Section 2.3 below). Also, ear may be a 
nilpotent semigroup of contractions, a fortiori uniformly stable, yet eB’ may 
be a unitary group though A and B are equally dissipative on a dense 9 
(Section 3.2, counterexample No. 3). This note, in summary, provides 
insight into the two (and related) questions in two directions: (i) by giving 
positive results which are simple, yet of sufficient generality to cover 
differential operators on bounded domains; (ii) by pointing out counter- 
examples or negative results which, particularly in the case of uniform 
stability, pinpoint the sharpness of the corresponding positive result of 
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Proposition 3.1. The negative counterexamples, particularly the one in 
Section 2.3 on strong stability, are, in our view, the most interesting part 
of the paper, as reflected by its title. 
Remark 1.3. Define the set 
Y= {xE9(A):Re(Ax,x)=O}. (1.10) 
If eA’ is strongly stable on Y, then Y cannot be invariant under ear. In fact, 
if x E Y and by contradiction eA’x E 9, we then have Re(AeArx, eA’x) = 0 
by (1.10) and it follows via (1.8) that IleA’xJI = llxll Vt>O, a contradiction. 
This situation occurs in the example of Section 2.3; see in particular 
Remark 2.2(iii). 
2. STRONG STABILITY 
2.1. Preliminaries 
Let the generator A be dissipative on the Hilbert space Y, as assumed: 
Re(Ay, y)<O, Vy’vE(A), so that e ” is a contraction semigroup on Y. 
Then, according to the theory of Langer, Sz-Nagy, and Foias [8, p. 521, 
the space Y admits a unique orthogonal sum decomposition 
y= Y,“,O y, 
in subspaces Y,,, = Y,,,(A) and Y, = Y,(A) depending on A, which are 
reducing for eA’, and such that 
(i) the restriction ear I rC,U of eA’ on Y,,, is a completely non-unitary 
semigroup (i.e., the only subspace of Y,,, which reduces ear to a unitary 
operator is the trivial subspace (0)); 
(ii) the restriction eA’ 1 r, of eAr on Y, is a unitary group; and 
(iii) moreover, earI yC,U is weakly stable on Ycnu: (eA’x, y) + 0 as 
t + co, x, y E Y,,, (see Foguel [4]). 
Thus, for purposes of achieving stability, we seek to obtain (at least) that 
Y, is the trivial subspace, Y, = {0}, in which case eA’ is weakly stable on 
Y, as advocated in feedback stabilization problems in [7], where an 
excellent survey of this theory may be found. We note further that, by the 
Stone theorem, we have A I ru = is, S selfadjoint, for the restriction of A to 
Y, so that Re(Ay, y) = 0, Vy E Y, n 9(A). 
Thus, if A satisfies the stronger dissipativity property (which we shall 
refer to as “proper dissipativity”): Re( Ay, y) < 0, Vy E Q(A), y # 0, then it 
follows (generally only as a sufficient condition; see Remark 2.2(iii)) that 
Y,(A)= (0) and Ile”‘.dI < llvlll t>O. 
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Now let A be bounded. We have Y,(A) = (0) if and only if the operator 
(L4) is “completely non-selfadjoint” in the terminology of [3] (or “simple” 
in the terminology of [S, 63); i.e., (L4) and (iA)* do not have a common, 
non-trivial, invariant subspace on which they coincide. In other words, the 
maximal subspace, invariant for (L4) and (iA)*, on which they coincide, is 
the trivial subspace (0). A s a preliminary starting point, we collect these 
results in part (i) of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a dissipative generator on Y: Re(Ay, y) GO, 
y E 9(A). We have: 
(i) Re(Ay’ ‘)<O 3 Y,(A)= {O)oeA’weaklystableon Y, (2.1) 
‘Qjl%A), Y ZO 
(proper dissipativity) 
A bounded and 
(iA) completely non-selfadjoint 
o Y,(A) = (0). (2.2) 
(ii) Moreover, ear is strongly stable on Y tf, in addition, the bounded 
A is compact with range B(A) dense in Y (equivalently, the null space 
&-(A*) = (0)); or else, if the unbounded A has compact resolvent on Y; or 
else tf the unbounded A is a normal operator. 
(iii) The above theory is sharp in the sense that proper dissipativity 
Re(Ay, y) < 0, Vy E 9(A), y # 0, need not lead to strong stability of eA’ on 
Y: this will be demonstrated through an example in Section 2.4. Moreover, 
Remark 1.2 on A, (in finite dimension) and Remark 2.2(iii) (infinite dimen- 
sion) show that the implication in (2.1) from proper dissipativity to weak 
stability is only sufficient. 
We recall that, in part (ii), if A is compact and eAt is weakly stable on 
Y, then AeA’ = eA’A is strongly stable, or the contraction eA’ is strongly 
stable on the range W(A) which is dense in Y just when N(A*)= (O}, in 
which case ear is strongly stable on all of Y. Similarly for the case where 
A has compact resolvent. Finally, for a normal A, weak stability implies 
strong stability for eA’; see point (ii) in Section 2.2 below. 
2.2. A Positive Result for the Strong Stability Question: Proposition 2.2 
Next, consider the following situation structured, yet sufficiently general 
to encompass also many differential operators on a bounded spatial 
domain: the generator A is a normal operator possessing only point 
spectrum. The corresponding eigenvectors {dn}: Aq5, = A,#,, form an 
orthonormal basis on the Hilbert space and we have 
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(i) A is a generator if and only if Red, 6 const < co; moreover, A is 
dissipative, Re(Ay, y) = C (Re 2,) ((y, d,)l 2 6 0, y E 9(A), if and only if 
Re 1, < 0, V’n; 
(ii) ear is weakly stable, equivalently strongly stable on Y if and only 
if Re ;1, < 0, Vn. 
Thus, if Re 2, < 0, Vn, as in (ii), then Re(Ay, y) < 0 for all y~g(A), 
y # 0, by (i). Assume finally that 9(B) = 9(A). Then, the assumed condi- 
tion (1.2) yields Re(By, y) 6 c Re(Ay, y) < 0 for all y E 9(A) = 9(B), y # 0 
and (2.1) is a fortiori satisfied. By Lemma 2.1, we have obtained 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let the generator A be normal with only point spec- 
trum as in (2.2). Suppose that e Ar is weakly, equivalently strongly stable on 
Y. If the generator B satisfies 
ReUQ, Y) 6 c IWAy, Y) Vy E 9(A) = 9(B), constant c > 0 (2.4) 
then e” is weakly stable on r; and moreover, eBr is strongly stable on Y 
under the assumptions of Lemma 2.l(ii); or else tf A and B commute (in 
which cuse the (4,) are also eigenvectors of B). 
Remark 2.1. In the statement of Proposition 2.2, if one drops the 
hypothesis that A is normal, and replaces it with the assumption that the 
generalized eigenvectors (root vectors [6, p. 53) 1,9, of A: (A - l,l)kn $, = 0, 
for some positive integer k,, ll$nil = 1, are complete (fundamental), i.e., 
(*) span{ll/,, n = 1, 2, . } = Y, then the conclusion of Proposition 2.2 may 
become false, as illustrated by the finite dimensional counterexample of 
Remark 1.2. In this more relaxed case (*), it is still true that 
eAf strongly stable on Y o Re 1, < 0, Vn, (2.5) 
as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 above; however, now the implication 
from dissipativity to proper dissipativity (used in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 2.2) need not hold true any longer. And in fact it fails in the case of 
the stable dissipative, 2 x 2 matrix A, of Remark 1.2, which however was 
noted below (1.7) to be not properly dissipative. 
2.3. A Class of Counterexamples to the Strong Stability Question: 
eA’ Is Strongly Stable, Yet eBt Is Not Even Weakly Stable 
It will suffice to confine ourselves to bounded operators A and B to have 
counterexamples. We shall identify (classes of) operators A and B in 9( Y) 
such that 
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(i) eA’ is a contraction and so A is dissipative: Re(Ay, y) GO, 
VyE Y; 
(ii) eA’ is strongly stable on Y: e”‘y + 0 as t + co, Vy E Y; 
(iii) Re(By, y) < c Re(Ay, y), Vy E Y, with arbitrary positive constant 
c > 0; 
(iv) yet eBr is not strongly stable in Y (and we shall see that 
Ile”‘yII = 11 yll, ‘#YEN(B), the null space of B, dim N(B)= co, with the 
codimension of N(B) equal to one) (indeed, eBf is not euen weakly stable 
on Y). 
DEFINITION OF A. Let (iA) E .9’( Y) be (i) a “completely non-selfadjoint” 
[3] operator (or “simple” operator, in the terminology of [S]) such that, 
moreover, (ii) A is dissipative, 
(A,Y, Y)=WAY, Y)<O VYC y, (2.6) 
and (iii) has a one-dimensional real component 
A -A+A*. r 2 ’ ArY = -(Y, 4M II!41 = 1. (2.7) 
Thus Y,(A) = (0) by Lemma 2.1 (i). Then, according to Livsic’s theorem 
[S, Theorem 8.1, p. 3312 applied to (--iA), the operator A is unitarily 
equivalent to the Volterra operator V (compact, quasi-nilpotent [S, 61) on 
the space &(O, 1): 
PAP-‘= V; P-‘=P*E,qY); 
(V-)(x)= -+-WL fe J52(0, 1). .Y 
(2.8) 
The operators A and V enjoy the following properties: 
(al) o(V) = (O}, with a(V) the spectrum of V. The point A= 0 is not 
an eigenvalue; it belongs to the continuous spectrum a,(V) of V. The range 
W(V) of V is dense in Y and the null space .M( V*) = (O}, where the 
adjoint V* of V is the Volterra operator 
(V*f)(x) = -2 j-; f(4) d5, f~L,(O, 1). (2.9) 
’ We point out that [S, 61 deline Q E 6p( Y) to be dissipative in the case Im(Qv, y) > 0 for 
the imaginary part, in contrast with the standard definition (2.6) used in differential equations. 
Thus, A is dissipative in the sense of (2.6) if and only if (- iA) is dissipative in the sense of 
C&61: RdAy, Y) = Im((iA) y, y) G 0. 
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(a2) Accordingly, A is compact, the range W(A) of A is dense in Y, 
and the null space M(A*) = (0). 
(a,) For the real part I’, = Re I/= (V+ I’*)/2 of I’, we have from 
(2.8) and (2.9) 
= - .r d f(5) & = const in x, (2.10) 
(~rf,f)=Re(Cf)= -~r:/i,)&~2, .f~L,(0, l), (2.11) 
a specialization of (A, y, y) = -I(y, c$)\’ from (2.7). 
bd eAt and e”’ are strongly stable on Y and L2(0, 1); this follows 
from Lemma 2.1(i), (ii) via property (a,). 
DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF B. Let B be the self-adjoint (one-dimen- 
sional range) operator defined on Y by 
B=A,= 4 ,4M, MI = 1 (2.12) 
(so that in the case of the Volterra operator V in (2.8), we have B = V, with 
I’, given by (2.10), a specialization of (2.12) with the vector 4 equal to the 
function identically equal to one in [0, l]), 
@,I W&, Y) = Relay, Y) = -ICY, $)I*. (2.13) 
(b2) The null space N(B) of B is given by 
A’“(B)= {YE Y: h&=0}; dim N(B) = co; codim A’“(B) = 1. 
(2.14) 
(W 2’ is not strongly stable on Y; for y E N(B) 
Ile”‘A = Ile”‘yll = IIYII (2.15) 
and eB’ is norm-preserving on the eigenspace N(B). 
(b4) Indeed, even more, eBt is not even weakly stable on Y, we may 
as well work on the space L,(O, 1) (and with B = V, as in (2.10) if we like). 
The action e”‘fo is given by 
e”‘f0 =fo - (fey d)(l -e-W, (2.16) 
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which implies that eB’ is not weakly stable. (To obtain (2.16) consider, with 
B as in (2.12), the abstract equation 
$=B. = -(f, 414, f(O)=fo. 
Taking the inner product with 4 in (2.17) and solving yield 
(2.17) 
which inserted into the right-hand side of (2.17) and integrated in r yields 
(2.16).) 
Remarks 2.2. (i) Instead of (2.12), we could equally well take B = kA, 
for any constant k > 0. 
(ii) The perturbation from the original A to the chosen B = kA, is 
B-A = (k/2 - l)A + (k/2),4*, which is never selfadjoint and which for 
k = 1 is skew-adjoint, and for k = 2 is equal to A *. 
(iii) From (2.1 l), Re(Vf,f)=O if and only if {f~L,(0, 1): 
j;f(x)dx=O} b ut this is not an invariant subspace for V; yet 
YJ V) = {0), as noted below (2.7). Thus, in (2.1) the proper dissipativity 
condition is sufficient only for Y, = (O}, as noted in Lemma 2.l(iii). 
2.4. Proper Dissipativity in (2.1) Need Not Imply Strong Stability 
We give an example of an unbounded generator B on a Hilbert space Y 
such that proper dissipativity holds, 
Ret By, Y) < 0 for all O# y~g(B) (2.19) 
(so that, according to (2.1), es’ is weakly stable on Y), yet eB’ is not 
strongly stable on Y. 
To prevent B from having compact resolvent (see Lemma 2.l(ii)), we 
consider an infinite domain and take Y= L,(O, uo). We start with the 
well-known left shift on Y, 
T(t)=eA’: (T(t)f)(x)=f(x+t), 0 < x, t, j-E Y, (2.20) 
with generator 
A=;; 9(A)= {j%L2(0, co):f’~L,(O, co)} =H’(R+) (2.21) 
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so that f~ S@(A) implies lim,, +cO f(x) =O. T(t) is strongly stable, 
contraction 
(2.22) 
The adjoint T*(t) of T(t) is the right shift 
T*(t) = eA*‘: 
O<x<t, 
2 t Q x, 
ge Y (2.23) 
with generator 
qA*)= {gEL*(O, co): g’EL*(O, co), g(O)=O} =H;(R+) 
(2.24) 
so that gEg(A*) implies lim,, +m g(x) = 0. The semigroup T*(t) is the 
classical example [ 1, p. 2451 of an isometric (but not unitary) semigroup 
II~*(f)gll = Ilsll, tao; Re(A*g, g)=$gg),“=O, gE&S(A*), (2.25) 
which nonetheless is weakly stable on Y, 
v*okJ)=~m d-qS(x)dx 
f 
d (s om 1,,,,12~~}1’2 {,: If(x)l’dx 1 li2+o 
as t-co tJf, gEw*). (2.26) 
To obtain property (2.19) we define the perturbation P, 
u!!)(x) = -4x) f(x), .f-E Jw, m 1, (2.27) 
where CL(X) is a non-negative function, which for sake of concreteness, we 
take, e.g., as 
a(x) smooth and positive on [0, 1); CL(X) E 0 t/x B 1 (2.28) 
so that P is a bounded selfadjoint (multiplication) operator on Y. We have 
VW7y= -I,, 44 lf(412~x<0 for all 0 #f~ Y. (2.29) 
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(For this step, we could take more generally a(x) E L,(O, co) and a.e. 
positive in x.) We then deline 
B=A*+P; 9(B) = 9(A*) (2.30) 
so that by (2.30), (2.25), and (2.29) we have 
Re( Bf, f ) < 0 for all 0 # f~ g(B); 
indeed,Re(Bf,f)<Re(A*f,f)=Oforallfeg(B)=g(A*). (2.31) 
Next, to obtain eB’, we study the abstract problem 
ri=Bv=A*v+Pv, v(0) = vo, on Y, (2.32) 
which by (2.24) and (2.29) leads to the initial value problem 
au a0 at+&= -a(x) v(x, t); 4x, 0) = b(X), 
which in turn may be solved by the method of characteristics. The solution 
is 
0, O<x<t 
(e%,)(x) = v(x, t) = 
uo(x - t) exp t 6 x. 
(2.34) 
Thus 
lleB’voll~=~om I(eB’vo)(x)12 d  
= U ,_ lu,(x-t)i’exp(-2[iCI(S+x-t)ds)}dx 
= lam {lu,(?i)l’exp( -Zjir(r+c)ds)}do. (2.35) 
In taking the limit as t--f +co in (2.35), we may take the lim inside the 
integral by the Lebesgue dominated theorem and obtain, by the choice of 
a(x) in (2.28), 
I 
I 
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(More generally, we may take cr~L,(0, co) in (2.35) so that 
lleB’uoll y>ep”““Ll(o.“l /IqllL,co,~,.) (2.37) 
Thus, eB1 is not strongly stable on Y. We note that the entire argument of 
this example works more generally for an a.e. positive a(x) such that 
aeL,(O, co)nL,(O, co). 
Remark 2.3. The above example shows, as a by-product, an instance 
where (i) B is more dissipative than A* (by (2.30)); (ii) r*(t) =eA*’ is 
weakly stable and isometric; and (iii) eB’ is weakly stable but not strongly 
stable. 
Remark 2.4. If instead of perturbing A* we perturb A, and we obtain 
that (i) A + P is more dissipative than the dissipative A; (ii) T(t) = eA’ is 
strongly stable by (2.22); and (iii) e(A+P)’ is also strongly stable. The last 
assertion follows readily from 
0 
l 




which can be obtained as before (see (2.34)) by the method of charac- 
teristics. 
3. UNIFORM STABILITY 
3.1. A Positive Result for the Uniform Stability Question: Proposition 3.1 
We begin with a positive result, which can be proved readily by standard 
tools. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A and B be two generators of two S.C. semigroups. 
Assume: 
(i) A satisfies the uniform stability decay (1.3) with M,= 1; 
(ii) B satisfies condition (1.2), with constant c >O, where the dense 
(in Y) subspace 9 is, moreover, invariant under ear. 
Then 
lleB’ll < eCcot. (3.1) 
ProoJ The semigroup S(t) = e”‘eA’ is a contraction on Y and hence its 
generator A, = A + OZ is dissipative, 
WAY, Y)< --o ll~ll* Vy E 9(A). (3.2) 
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Now let ZE $8, so that es’zE 9, as assumed. We have by (1.8), (1.2), 
and (3.2) 
i-$ l(eBrz112=R e (B eB’z, eB’z) 6 c Re(AeS’z, eB’z) Q -co IleB’zI12. (3.3) 
Hence 
lleB’zll < evrwr llzll VZE9. (3.4) 
Since zIS is dense in Y, then the validity of (3.4) can be extended to all z E Y 
and (3.1) follows. 1 
3.2. Proposition 3.1 Is Sharp: Counterexamples 
Assumption that 9 is invariant. Proposition 3.1 becomes false if the 
assumption that 9 is invariant under eB’ is omitted. This is seen from the 
following counterexample. 
Counterexample No. 1. Let 52 be an open bounded domain of R” with 







(Af,f)= -j IVf I’dQ,fEW4); R (Bf,f)= -J, IVf I’dQ,f~~(B) 
(3.6) 
by Green’s first theorem. We may take 
ZS=Q(A)ng(B)= (3.7) 
which is dense in L2(sZ). Then (3.6), (3.7) imply 
Re(Bf, f)=Re(Af, f)= -1 IVf 12d12, fg9. (3.8) R 
Moreover, llea’ll < e- , #If t > 0, with p1 > 0 the first eigenvalue of -A. All 
the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied except that $S is not 
invariant under eB*. And in fact the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 is now 
false, 
lIeBY II = II f II f 0, o#f EM(B), (3.9) 
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where N(B) is the (one-dimensional) null space of B consisting of constant 
functions. 
Assumption that M, = 1. The proof of Proposition 3.1 uses crucially (in 
obtaining (3.2)) the assumption that M, = 1, i.e., that the semigroup S(t) 
defined there is a contraction. More importantly, Proposition 3.1 becomes 
false if the assumption M, = 1 is omitted. This is seen from the following 
counterexamples. 
Counterexample No. 2 (finite dimensional). We return to the 2 x 2 
matrices A, and B, defined in (1.6) of Remark 1.2. Both A, and B1 are 
dissipative, by (1.7). For later use we note that with k constant 
Re((A, +kZ)y, y)<Ook<O. (3.10) 
The matrix AI has the double eigenvalue ,I= -i, while the matrix B, has 
the eigenvalues A= 0 and A = -a, so that B,, unlike A r, is not stable. For 
A, we have 
IleAi’II d 1, t > 0; lleA1’ll < M,e-(‘/2pE)‘, t 3 0. (3.11) 
Finally we note that in (3.11) (right), we must have M, > 1, for otherwise 
if M, were equal to 1, then e(‘/2pE)‘eAJ’, t ~0, would be a contraction and 
(1 - &)I+ A r would be dissipative, contradicting (3.10). All the assumptions 
of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied, except that M, > 1. Thus, this example 
shows that the condition M, = 1 cannot be omitted in Proposition 3.1 in 
a finite dimensional space Y. 
Counterexample No. 3 (infinite dimensional). Let Y= L,(O, 1) and 
define the usual translation semigroup for t B 0 and 0 < x < 1 [ 11, 
O<x+t,<l 
otherwise. 








and hence T(t) E eAr is exponentially stable with any constant o > 0 in 
(1.3), but however always with corresponding constant M, > 1. We cannot 
take M, = 1. The infinitesimal generator is the operator 
(Af)(x) =f’(x); 9(A) = {fabsolutely continuous on [0, 11, 
with a.e. S’ E L,(O, 1) and f( 1) = 0) 
=(f:fW=j-)43& hEL,(O, 1)) (3.14) 
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For f~ 9(A), we have (Af, f) = j:flfdx = [f-l; - SAff’ dx, and hence 
Re(Af,f)=Re 1: f’fdx= -i If( VfE 9(A). (3.15) 
Next, define B by B = iZ, Z = identity. Then recalling (3.15) we have 
Ret% f) = RetAL f) = 0 Vfe9, (3.16) 
where 9 is the subspace of Y, dense in Y, defined by 
9 = {f: f absolutely continuous on [0, l] 
with a.e. f’ E L,(O, 1) and f(0) =f( 1) = 0} 
= {fcqA):f(O)=O}. (3.17) 
Now (e”‘f)(x) = e”f(x), frz Y, and the subspace 9 is invariant under eB’. 
All the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 hold true in this example, except 
that M, > 1. On the other hand, eB’ is a unitary group on Y: Ile”‘f (1 = II f 11, 
and the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 is violated. 
Remark 3.1. With A the differential operator defined by (3.14), we have 
that its inverse is given by A -’ = iv, where V is the Volterra operator 
defined by (2.8). 
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